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(Communicated by Andreas R. Blass)

Abstract. Let M be a countable model of ZF~ . There exists a family & of

2 models of ZF each obtained from M by adjoining an A/-generic family

of 2W Cohen reals, such that no two distinct models in !F have a common

extension to a model of ZF~ with the same ordinals.

0. Introduction

In his paper [3] A. Mostowski showed that for any countable model M of

Gödel-Bernays set theory there exists a family y of models of GB with the

following properties:

( 1 ) all models in y are extensions of M with the same universe of sets;

(2) no two different models in y have a common extension to a model of

GB with the same ordinals;

(3) all models in y have power cox ; and

(4) the power of y is 2W| .

A. Mostowski conjectured that Martin's Axiom implies the existence of a
~.co

similar family of power 2 consisting of models of power 2W . In [2] M.

Kaufmann proved without any additional assumptions that such a family of

power 2 does exist. Both proofs were based on a construction of generic

M -classes Gx, G2 Ç On such that the intersection Gx C\G2 is a cofinal subset

of OnC\M of order type co. Each extension of M was generated by a certain

family of generic M -classes. The families were constructed in such a way that

any two of them contained a pair of generic classes with the above property.

Another construction of "fat and short" models of set theory is given in [1].

In that paper H. Friedman gives a definition of a generic family of Cohen reals

and proved the existence of generic families of power 203 (see Definition 1.1

and Lemma 1.2 below). He also showed that every generic family generates

a model of ZF. A simple modification of his proof gives a construction of

models of ZFC~ and second order arithmetic generated by such families.
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In this paper we introduce the notion of incompatibility of Friedman's gen-

eric families (Definition 4.2). A natural question arises of whether there exist

2 pairwise incompatible generic families of Cohen reals which would extend

Kaufmann's result to ZF, ZFC- , or A2. The construction of M. Kaufmann

doesn't give an immediate generalization.

In the present paper we construct 2 pairwise incompatible generic families

of Cohen reals (Corollary 4.4). The results of § 1 are due to H. Friedman, Lemma

3.2 to R. Solovay.

1. Generic families

We consider the usual Cohen's notion of forcing P. For any family 3 of

dense subsets of P (or P") we define the notion of .2?-generic filters in P

(resp. in P") in the usual way. We shall always assume that the family 21

contains dense subsets which guarantee that the union of a generic filter is a

total function from co into {0, 1} . This allows us to identify a generic filter

G with the Cohen real {n G co: (\J G){n) = 0}.

Let us assume now that for any n G co we are given a family 2n of dense

subsets of P". We consider the sequence 3f = (2n : n Gca).

Definition 1.1. A family 2A of filters in P is weakly 5?-generic iff it is infinite

and for any n G co and any C?,,..., GH £.3? the sequence (Gx, ... , Gn) is

2 -generic in P". The family "§ is ^-generic iff it is weakly 3¡-generic and

for any p G P there exists Gsf such that p G G.

If M is a model of ZF~ then a family & is M -generic iff it is i^-generic,

where 3 = (AAAn : n G co) and 2n is the family of dense subsets of P" which

belong to M.

Lemma 1.2. // AH is a sequence of countable families of dense subsets of the

notions of forcing P" then there exists a weakly 2)-generic family & of power

2W.

Proof. Let S = \Jn€(02" . We define a function f:S-*V so that the following

conditions hold:

(1) /(0) = 0;
(2) / is one-to-one;

(3) sx G s2 -* fisx) G fis2) for any sx, s2 G S ;

(4) sxus2 i S -* /(5,)-U f(s2) <£ P for any sx,s2gS;
(5) for any n G a> and any D g 2n there exists m G co such that for

any distinct finite sequences sx, ... , sn G 2m there exist conditions

px, ... , pn G P such that:

(px, ... , pn)GD   and    (fi(sx), ... , f(sn)) < (px, ... , pn).

The details of the construction are left for the reader. Now for h : co —► 2 we

define the set Gh = {p G P: 3m g co[f(h\m) < p]} and easily find that the

family & = {Gh: h G 2W} is the required weakly .2^-generic family.   D
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ra(p)(n) = {

2. Automorphisms

If Tj.Tn are automorphisms of P then by rx x ■ ■ ■ x rn we denote an

automorphism of P" defined as follows:

Tj x---x xn((px,... , pn)) = (xx(px),... ,rnipn)).

Definition 2.1. For any a G co we define an automorphism xa : P —► P with the

formula:
p(/î) for « ^ a,

1 - /)(«)   for n G a.

We easily notice that for any a, b Ç co we have rfl o r¿ = toA¿ . Thus

automorphisms xa and t¿ commute:  tfl o xb = xb o xa .

If a. , ... , a„ G co are finite then the automorphism r. x • • • x t. : P" —» P"
in a, an

will be called a finite modification. A sequence 2 — (2n : n G ca) of dense

subsets of the notions of forcing P" is called closed under finite modifications iff

for any finite modification xa x---xxa and any DGf3An the set xa x---xxa (D)

belongs to 2n as well.

Let us assume now that 9 is a weakly ü?-generic family and that 2 is closed

under finite modifications. We choose filters G., ... , G ,... from 3? and find

finite sets a, , ... , a„, ... so that the filters x„ {G,),..., %„ (C7J, ... extend

all conditions from P. Then the family &* obtained from & by replacing

filters Gx, ... , Gn, ... with the filters xa{Gx), ... ,xaiGn), ... is ^-generic.

Together with Lemma 1.2 we obtain the following.

Corollary 2.3. If a sequence 3 = (2n\ n G of) of countable families of dense

subsets of the notions of forcing P" is closed under finite modifications then there

exists a 2-generic family "§ of power 2W.   G

Now let a G co. We define xa — Id and xa = xa. Next, for any finite

sequence (ex, ... , en) g2" we define

xj      ' = xj x ■ ■ ■ x t;

and

T„ -{tj.■ :(el,...,en)e ln}.

Next, for any family 2n of dense subsets of P" we define

a(n,2n)= \Jri2n)
n€u)

and finally for any sequence 2 = (2n : n G co) of families of dense subsets of

the notions of forcing P" we define

a{2) = (a(n, 2n): n e co).

From the commutativity of automorphisms of form xa it easily follows

Lemma 2.3. If a sequence 2 is closed under finite modifications then so is the

sequence a(2) for any aCco.   a
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3.   tf-DEPENDENT GENERIC REALS AND FAMILIES

We begin with the following

Definition 3.1. Let a ç co. We say that .©-generic filters Gx, G2 G P are

a-dependent iff the set

aA{nGco: ((JG,) (») # (\JG2) (»)}

is finite.

Lemma 3.2. For a«y a G co and any countable family 2 of dense subsets of P

there exists a-dependent 2-generic filters Gx, G2ÇF.

Proof. We consider automorphisms xa and the family 2 U xa{2) of dense

subsets of P. We take a (2 U Ta(^))-generic filter G, and define G2 = Ta(G, ).

We easily see that Gx  and G2 are .©-generic and a = {n G co: i\JGx)in) /

(UG2)(")}. □

Definition 3.3. Two .©-generic (or weakly .©'-generic) families 3?¡ and &2 are

a-dependent iff there exist a-dependent filters Gx G &x and G2 G &2 .

Theorem 3.4. // 2 is a sequence of countable families of dense subsets of the

notions of forcing P" closed under finite modifications then for any a ç co there

exists a set of power 2     of a-dependent 3-generic families of power 2W.

Proof. We consider a sequence ai2). By Corollary 2.2 there exists an #(.©)-

generic family 9 = {6y : / G 2W} of power 2W . Now we define Gf = G, and

Gf = xa{Gf). For any function /¡:2w^2we put &h = {Gh/f) :/e2w}. From

the proof of Lemma 3.2 it follows that for different hx and h2 the families 3?h

and &h   are a-dependent. We show now that the families &h are weakly 2-

generic.

Let Ghf{ifi),...,Gf{f")G&h. Then

/rh(f) rh(fA\       h^).-MAA(ir r  \\
(Gf¡    ,...,Gfa    ) = xa "i(Gfi,...,Gf)).

Since <G*(/|), ... , Ghf{f"]) is a {2) -generic, we see that (GAr(/l), ... , Ghf{f"]) is
J\ Jn J\ Jn

.©-generic.

Finally, since the sequence 2 is closed under finite modifications, each fam-

ily %>h can be modified as in §2 so that it becomes .©-generic. Since the filters

in families *&h are at most finitely modified, the constructed generic families

remain a-dependent.

4. Incompatible generic families

Let M be a countable transitive model of ZF~ .

Definition 4.1. Two M-generic Cohen reals G,, G2 ç P are incompatible iff

there is no model A of ZF~  such that MGN,OnnM = OnnN, and

Gx, G2 G N.
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Definition 4.2. Two M-generic families ^ and ^2 are incompatible iff there

exist incompatible Cohen generic reals Gx G AAAX and G2 G 'AA2.

-.co

Theorem 4.3. There exists a set of power 2 of pairwise incompatible M-generic

families of power 2W.

Proof. We take a set a G co which does not belong to any model of ZF~ of the

same height as M (e.g. a can code a well-ordering of co of type OnilM). Now

it is enough to observe that any a-dependent generic families are incompatible

and to apply Theorem 3.4.   D

Corollary 4.4. For any countable model M of ZF~ there exists a family y of

models of ZF~ extending M such that

( 1 ) no two different models in y have a common extension to a model of

ZF~ with the same ordinals,

(2) all models in y have power 2W,

(3) the power of A?   is 2    .   D

We can also observe that the above results and proofs can easily be generalized

to the case of generic sets of higher power or to the case of generic classes, thus

giving theorems of Mostowski and Kaufmann.
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